Atmel ATmega 1281 & Contiki
New Platform: avr-icm230_12
A new Contiki platform was created starting from the AVR-Zigbit platform and the AVR-Raven
platform. A new folder was created: ~/Contiki/platform/avr-icm230_12/
Some changes were also made in the ~/Contiki/cpu/avr/radio/rf230bb files to use the
radiotransmitter of the Atmel Atmega 1281 Modules and USB Sticks:

The ICradio Stick 2.4G is a compact USB-dongle, specified for ZigBee / IEEE 802.15.4 network
applications. It is based on the ATmega128 controller and the AT86RF230 2.4GHz radio chip from
Atmel.
The ICradio Module 2.4G is a compact and flexible to use radio, specified for ZigBee / IEEE 802.15.4
network applications. It's excellent for evaluation purposes, since most of the IO-pins of the
ATmega128 are accessible on pinheads. It is based on the powerful ATmega128 controller and the
AT86RF230 2.4GHz radio chip from Atmel.
Link to the ICradio Stick Datasheet
Link to the ICradio Module Datasheet

Hello World example
Hello world is the first example that has to be tried. First, the source code has to be compiled for the
new platform that was created:
$ cd examples/hello world
$ make TARGET=avr-icm230_12 hello-world.hex

The .hex output file is then USB-flashed on the module with a software, ICload

With a software named HTerm it is possible to read the serial line output after setting up some
parameters like the COM port and the baud rate (in this case the baud rate was chosen to 57600).

IPv6 Udp Sender & Receiver
With this example it is possible to send from the udp-client module a string to the udp-server and to
get an answer back when the packet is successfully received. Note that in the source code it is
necessary to set the client/server IPv6 address and communication port.
$ cd examples/udp-ipv6/
$ make TARGET=avr-icm230_12 udp-server.hex udp-client.hex

From the serial line output it is possible to read the messages exchange:
UDP Client
********BOOTING CONTIKI*********
UDP client process started
Client IPv6 addresses: fe80::11:13ff:fe00:7
Created a connection with the server
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:1101 local/remote port 3001/3000
System online.
rf230_read: 29 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
icmp6_input: length 48
rf230_read: 66 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
IPv6 packet received from
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:1101 to
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:0007
icmp6_input: length 80
rf230_read: 66 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
IPv6 packet received from
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:1101 to
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:0007
icmp6_input: length 80
Sending packet with length 80 (40)

Client sending to: fe80::11:13ff:fe00:1101 (msg: Hello 1
from the client)
In udp_send
Sending packet with length 71 (31)
rf230_read: 58 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
IPv6 packet received from
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:1101 to
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:0007
Receiving UDP packet
In udp_found
Response from the server: 'Hello from the server! (1)'
In udp_send
Client sending to: fe80::11:13ff:fe00:1101 (msg: Hello 2
from the client)

UDP Server
********BOOTING CONTIKI*********
UDP server started
Server IPv6 addresses: fe80::11:13ff:fe00:1101
System online.
rf230_read: 29 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
icmp6_input: length 48
rf230_read: 66 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
IPv6 packet received from
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:0007 to
ff02:0000:0000:0000:0000:0001:ff00:1101
icmp6_input: length 80
Sending packet with length 80 (40)
rf230_read: 66 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
IPv6 packet received from
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:0007 to
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:1101
icmp6_input: length 80

Receiving UDP packet
In udp_found
Server received: 'Hello 1 from the client' from
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:7
Responding with message: Hello from the server! (1)
In udp_send
Sending packet with length 74 (34)
In udp_send
rf230_read: 55 bytes lqi 255 crc 1
IPv6 packet received from
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:0007 to
fe80:0000:0000:0000:0011:13ff:fe00:1101
Receiving UDP packet
In udp_found
Server received: 'Hello 2 from the client' from
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:7
Responding with message: Hello from the server! (2)

With a 802.15.4 USB Stick and a software called Wireless Protocol Analyzer it is possible to sniff the
packets in a specific channel (in this case, channel 25 was used)

RPL Collect: Compiling Sink node & Sender node
$ cd examples/ipv6/rpl-collect
$ make TARGET=avr-icm230_12 udp-sink.hex udp-sender.hex

The RPL Debug Messages are useful to understand the topology of the network and it is possible to
enable them in the file ~/Contiki/core/net/rpl/rpl-icmp6.c
If only the neighbor informations are needed, it is possible to enable the Debug messages in the file
~/Contiki/core/net/neighbor-info.c
//#define DEBUG DEBUG_NONE
#define DEBUG DEBUG_FULL
With the following command it is possible to check the memory usage of the hex file:
$ avr-size -C udp-sink.avr-icm230_12
AVR Memory Usage
---------------Device: Unknown
Program:
51448 bytes
(.text + .data + .bootloader)
Data:
4476 bytes
(.data + .bss + .noinit)
EEPROM:
(.eeprom)

8 bytes

If the sender node is going to be a leaf node, it is possible to enable a flag to change the RPL ranking
and force it to have always infinite rank in order to reduce the power consumption. The flag which
has to be enabled is in ~/Contiki/platform/avr-icm230_12/contiki-conf.h
RPL_CONF_LEAF_NODE

1

The serial line output is useful to see how the RPL is working:

UDP-Sender
********BOOTING CONTIKI*********
OSCAL: a:130 b:130
System online.
UDP client process started
Client IPv6 addresses: bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:3
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
Created a connection with the server :: local/remote port
8775/5688

UDP-Sink
********BOOTING CONTIKI*********
OSCAL: a:128 b:128
I am sink!
System online.
UDP server started
created a new RPL dag
Server IPv6 addresses: ::
bbbb::2
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:2
Created a server connection with remote address ::
local/remote port 5688/8775

RPL: Sending a DIS
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:2
RPL: Neighbor added to neighbor cache
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:2, 02:11:13:ff:fe:00:00:02
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 256
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 0
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768
mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Neighbor added to neighbor cache
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:7, 02:11:13:ff:fe:00:00:03

RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 1536

Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:2
RPL: Neighbor already in neighbor cache
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 256
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 0
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768
mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
RPL: Sending DAO with prefix bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:3 to
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:2

RPL: Incoming DIO rank 1536
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX
640
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768
mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256

Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DAO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: DAO lifetime: 255, prefix length: 128 prefix:
bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:3
30 0 120 0 7 1 1 0 22 14616 0 0 0 0 0 512 8 512 1 131 0 0 0 0
000000
30 0 141 0 7 2 1 0 22 17305 0 0 0 0 0 512 8 512 1 131 0 0 0 0
000000

RPL Border Router
An AVR-Raven USB Stick (Jackdaw) was used as a Border Router, following the Contiki-Wiki
configuration tutorial.

The Jackdaw is normally a repeater with minimal ipv6 routines implemented via fakeuip.c, but RPL
can be added by including the full uip6 stack in the makefile
~/Contiki/examples/ravenusbstick/Makefile.ravenusbstick
#CONTIKI_NO_NET=1
UIP_CONF_IPV6=1
The firmware has to be compiled and flashed in the Jackdaw Stick with a linux application named dfuprogrammer:
$
$
$
$
$

cd examples/ravensubstik
make
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 erase
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 flash ravenusbstick.hex
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 start

In order to turn on the Border router, a make start command is necessary:
$ cd examples/ravenusbstick/
$ sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 start

By default RNDIS does the ipv6 address resolution protocol of neighbor solicitation/neighbor
advertisement, and RPL doesn't support link-layer NS/NA broadcasts (even if it did you would not
want the extra traffic). Without a NA response RNDIS will not send any IPV6 addressed packets.
Although the Jackdaw could trap the NS and construct a NA reply, it is simple to disable NS/NA on
the Linux RNDIS interface:
$ ifconfig usb0 -arp
$ ip -6 address add bbbb::0/64 dev usb0

Or, alternatively,
$ make usb0up

Once the Border Router is turned on, it is possible to ping the interface at the address bbbb::1 and
the border router at bbbb::200 and every neighbor node at its IPv6 address
$ ping6 bbbb::1

PING bbbb::1(bbbb::1) 56 data bytes
64 bytes from bbbb::1: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64
64 bytes from bbbb::1: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64
64 bytes from bbbb::1: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64
64 bytes from bbbb::1: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64

time=0.103
time=0.033
time=0.032
time=0.030

$ ping6 bbbb::200
PING bbbb::200(bbbb::200) 56 data bytes
64 bytes from bbbb::200: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64
64 bytes from bbbb::200: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64
64 bytes from bbbb::200: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64
64 bytes from bbbb::200: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64

time=4.11
time=10.2
time=10.0
time=6.93

ms
ms
ms
ms

ms
ms
ms
ms

$ ping6 bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5
PING bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5(bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5) 56 data bytes
64 bytes from bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5: icmp_seq=2 ttl=63 time=30.7
64 bytes from bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5: icmp_seq=3 ttl=63 time=27.5
64 bytes from bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5: icmp_seq=4 ttl=63 time=25.5
64 bytes from bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5: icmp_seq=5 ttl=63 time=23.5

With Wireshark it is possible to analyze the packets during the ping session:

ms
ms
ms
ms

Through the debug console output it is possible to get some information about the Jackdaw Border
router and the neighbors available. First of all it’s necessary to connect with Putty or with CU with
the following command:
$ cu -l /dev/ttyACM0 --nostop -s57600

By pressing the key h or the key ? it is possible to view the Jackdaw RPL Border Menu
*********** Jackdaw Menu **********
[Built Aug 31 2011]
* m
Print current mode
*
* s
Set to sniffer mode
*
* n
Set to network mode
*
* c
Set RF channel
*
* p
Set RF power
*
* 6
Toggle 6lowpan
*
* r
Toggle raw mode
*
* d
Toggle RS232 output
*
* S
Enable sneezer mode
*
* N
RPL Neighbors
*
* G
RPL Global Repair
*
* e
Energy Scan
*
* D
Switch to DFU mode
*
* R
Reset (via WDT)
*
* h,?
Print this menu
*
*
*
*
Fraunhofher Fokus Institute
*
***********************************

The key m gives the possibility to see some useful information about the Jackdaw Border Router:
Currently Jackdaw:
* Will send data over RF
* Will change link-local addresses inside IP messages
* Will decompress 6lowpan headers
* Will not Output raw 802.15.4 frames
* Will Output RS232 debug strings
* USB Ethernet MAC: 02:12:13:14:15:16
* 802.15.4 EUI-64: 02:12:13:ff:fe:14:15:16
* Operates on channel 21 with TX power +3.0dBm
* Current/Last/Smallest RSSI: -88/-88/-91dBm
* Configuration: 129, USB<->ETH is active
* Never-used stack > 800 bytes

And the key N gives the possibility to see the neighbors and routes of the Border Router:
Addresses [4 max]
bbbb::200
fe80::12:13ff:fe14:1516

Neighbors [3 max]
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:9
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:5
Routes [3 max]
bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:3/128 (via fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3)
bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:9/128 (via fe80::11:13ff:fe00:5)
bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5/128 (via fe80::11:13ff:fe00:5)

It is important to notice that it is possible to reach and ping the node 9 (bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:9)
with a multihop through the node 5 (bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:5).
If one of the neighbors runs a webserver, the border router allows the access to it through its IPv6
address:

It is possible to check the packets that goes in and out the AVR Raven USB Stick with a very high level
of protocol details with Wireshark on the usb0 interface :
$ sudo wireshark –i usb0

If a new firmware has to be flashed on the AVR Raven USB Stick, the DFU mode needs to be enabled
from the Jackdaw menu by pressing the key D
* e
Energy Scan
*
* D
Switch to DFU mode
*
* R
Reset (via WDT)
*
* h,?
Print this menu
*
*
*
*
Fraunhofher Fokus Institute
*
***********************************
Entering DFU Mode...
cu: Got hangup signal
Disconnected.

When the Stick is in DFU mode, the new firmware can then be flashed:
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 erase
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 flash ravenusbstick.hex
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 start

In alternative, it is possible to change the Makefile adding the following lines in
~/Contiki/examples/ravenusbstick/Makefile
flash: all
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 erase
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 flash ravenusbstick.hex
sudo dfu-programmer at90usb1287 start

And then simply type $ make flash after switching to DFU mode.

Multihop UDP - RPL Collect
The RPL-Collect example can be used in order to test the multihop packet transmission in an UDP
802.15.4 network. Node 2 (IPv6 address bbbb::2) runs the udp-sink.c code, while nodes 3, 5, 8 and 9
(IPv6 address bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:X )run the udp-sender.c code.

Sink Node fe80::11:13ff:fe00:2
********BOOTING CONTIKI*********
OSCAL: a:128 b:128
I am sink!
System online.
UDP server started
created a new RPL dag
Server IPv6 addresses: ::
bbbb::2
fe80::11:13ff:fe00:2
Created a server connection with remote address :: local/remote port 5688/8775
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIS from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Multicast DIS => reset DIO timer
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
Received an RPL control message

RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Neighbor added to neighbor cache fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3, 02:11:13:ff:fe:00:00:03
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 1536
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 640
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DAO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: DAO lifetime: 255, prefix length: 128 prefix: bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Added a route to bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:3/128 via fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Neighbor already in neighbor cache
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 512
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 128
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:8
RPL: Neighbor added to neighbor cache fe80::11:13ff:fe00:8, 02:11:13:ff:fe:00:00:08
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 1792
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 768
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Neighbor already in neighbor cache
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 512
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 128
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:8
RPL: Neighbor already in neighbor cache
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 768
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 256
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::

RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Neighbor already in neighbor cache
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 512
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 128
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 256
SENSOR DATA: 1314370348697 30 0 134 0 3 1 1 0 22 14617 0 0 0 0 0 512 8 512 2 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3
RPL: Neighbor already in neighbor cache
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 512
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 128
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
RPL: Neighbor fe80::11:13ff:fe00:3 is known. ETX = 1
SENSOR DATA: 1314370362957 30 0 149 0 8 1 2 0 22 14617 0 0 0 0 0 768 8 768 2 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SENSOR DATA: 1314370369985 30 0 156 0 3 2 1 0 22 17306 0 0 0 0 0 512 8 512 2 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SENSOR DATA: 1314370377017 30 0 163 0 5 1 3 0 22 14617 0 0 0 0 0 2048 8 1024 1 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SENSOR DATA: 1314370384045 30 0 170 0 8 2 2 0 22 17306 0 0 0 0 0 768 8 768 2 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SENSOR DATA: 1314370398077 30 0 184 0 5 2 3 0 22 17306 0 0 0 0 0 2048 8 1024 1 131 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SENSOR DATA: 1314370446113 30 0 233 0 3 3 1 0 22 26825 0 0 0 0 0 512 8 512 2 262 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Multihop Messages: node 5 recives the packets from node 9 and forwards them to node 8. This is
visible from the RPL debug messages.
Intermediate node fe80::11:13ff:fe00:5
RPL: Sending prefix info in DIO for bbbb::
RPL: Sending a multicast-DIO with rank 768
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DAO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:9
RPL: DAO lifetime: 255, prefix length: 128 prefix: bbbb::11:13ff:fe00:9
RPL: Forwarding DAO to parent fe80::11:13ff:fe00:8
Received an RPL control message
RPL: Received a DIO from fe80::11:13ff:fe00:9
RPL: Neighbor already in neighbor cache
RPL: Incoming DIO rank 1024
RPL: DIO suboption 2, length: 6
RPL: DAG MC: type 7, flags 8, aggr 0, prec 0, length 2, ETX 384
RPL: DIO suboption 4, length: 14
RPL: DIO Conf:dbl=8, min=12 red=10 maxinc=768 mininc=256 ocp=1 d_l=255 l_u=65535
RPL: DIO suboption 8, length: 30
RPL: Copying prefix information
Received an RPL control message

Collect View
In order to view some information about the packets transmitted, the number of hops, the beacon
interval and many others, a Java application named Collect-View is available:
$
$
$
$

cd tools/collect-view/
ant
cd dist/
java -jar collect-view.jar /dev/ttyUSB0

As it is possible to see in the picture above, node 5 increases its neighbors from one (node 8) to two
(node 9), while node 8 increases the number of neighbors from two (node 3 and node 5) to three
(node 3, 5 and 9).

